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A Message From the President

Fiscal 2007, ended March 31, 2008, was the second year of the Fuji Electric Group’s three-year mid-

term management plan. The economy mostly grew during the first half of the period, but conditions 

became more difficult in the second half due to further rises in prices for crude oil and materials, and 

the impact of the revised Building Standards Law of Japan. The Fuji Electric Group achieved a year-

on-year increase in net sales by concentrating business resources in growth fields and strengthening 

cost competitiveness. Profits declined considerably, however, with operating income, ordinary income 

and net income all down mainly due to a significant falloff in operating income in the Electronic Devices 

group following a downturn in the magnetic disks business during the first half of the period. From 

these profit figures it would seem that the Fuji Electric Group had an extremely difficult year, but we 

feel that we were able to make consistent investments in future growth fields, including magnetic 

disks, semiconductors and drives.

Our lackluster results for fiscal 2007 can be attributed essentially to the failure of management to 

respond with sufficient speed to the rapid changes in the market environment. Our focus recently has 

been on reforming Group management by reflecting the original intention of the pure holding company 

system and rethinking how our management organization should be structured. We are also drawing 

on Group synergies to further strengthen growth businesses as well as rebuild core businesses. 

 Fostering “businesses under incubation” will also be focused on to generate new growth. Our goal is 

to respond swiftly to changes in society and markets while balancing growth and profitability.

All Group employees will undertake these reforms with a sense of urgency, while we strengthen 

our corporate governance structure and proactively pursue corporate social responsibility (CSR) mea-

sures. We will push steadily forward to achieve the ideal of a “strong Fuji Electric Group” that achieves 

sustainable growth well into the future.

Thank you for your continued support of the Fuji Electric Group.

Haruo Ito
President and Representative Director
Fuji Electric Holdings Co., Ltd.
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Interview With the President

First, what are your views on the operating environment in fiscal 

2007, the year ended March 31, 2008, and the Group's business 

performance?

Fiscal 2007 earnings were significantly off target. What steps will 

you take in the final year, fiscal 2008, of your mid-term manage-

ment plan?

Q

Q

In the first half of fiscal 2007, the operating environment was steady, buoyed by strong 

economic growth in China and other Asian countries plus growth in private capital 

investment in Japan. In the second half and particularly the fourth quarter, however, a 

number of negative factors came into play, including yen appreciation, rising raw materials prices, and 

an economic slowdown in Japan.

Sales growth by the Energy & Electric Systems, Electronic Devices, and Retail Systems Groups 

meant consolidated net sales rose 1.6% year on year to ¥922,172 million. However, the Electronic 

Devices Group reported a marked fall in profits, which depressed consolidated operating income, 

ordinary income, and net income significantly below the previous year’s figures. We are keenly aware 

of the enormous challenge facing us because of these results.

The fall in earnings can mainly be attributed to the magnetic disk and semiconductor businesses, 

which are positioned as growth businesses but struggled to perform. The magnetic disk business was 

impacted by falling sales to major customers and industry restructuring, such that it was unable to 

secure volumes to cover the increase in depreciation expense and other fixed costs. In the second 

half, we brought forward the transition to the perpendicular magnetic recording (PMR) method and 

succeeded in accelerating specification verification activities and product development to expand our 

customer base such that both production and shipment volumes recovered. In the semiconductor 

business, we failed to take the necessary measures to respond to the slump in the plasma TV market. 

Although we have invested in future technologies for the semiconductor business, we could not take 

appropriate measures because of a mismatch between demand trends and our manufacturing sys-

tems. Another fundamental issue is that manufacturing lead times were not reduced as expected so 

that we were not able to rapidly respond to market changes.

Under the three-year mid-term management plan that started in fiscal 2006, we aimed 

to become an organic business group comprising the foremost specialists in their 

respective industries and targeted fiscal 2008 net sales of at least ¥1 trillion, a ratio of 

operating income to net sales of 7% or more, and a debt-equity ratio of 1.0 or less. However, our 

ability to achieve these targets has been severely hampered by the results in fiscal 2007, the middle 

year of the plan, when the operating margin and the debt-equity ratio deteriorated versus the previous 

year. The business was impacted by certain circumstances, such as a review of the scope of con-

solidation and factors relating to the foreign exchange markets or materials prices. However, we need 

to be realistic about our performance over the past two years and take the necessary steps to ensure 

that we get even slightly closer to our targets for growth, earnings, and financial health in fiscal 2008. 

A

A
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In order to achieve this, we are improving our oversight of business execution, speeding up 

decision-making processes, and further streamlining our business. We are prioritizing as a matter of 

urgency further measures to hedge against external risks and we will build a global manufacturing and 

sales system to protect against the risk of foreign exchange fluctuations. To address high materials 

prices, our product designs must reflect any change in materials used, but we will also have no other 

choice but to pass on higher costs to customers through product prices.

In order to achieve growth, we have merged the Control & Drive Systems business of the 

ED&C·Drive Systems Group into the Energy & Electric Systems Group to form new and stronger 

Drives, and Automation businesses. We will also work to achieve an early start-up for our incubation 

businesses in solar cells and currency handling systems. 

Our fiscal 2008 projections have factored in an earnings recovery by the Electronic Devices Group 

and we are targeting sales of ¥925,000 million, operating income of ¥42,000 million, and ratio of 

operating income to net sales of 4.5%. These figures are below those in the mid-term management 

plan, but we are ready to work towards a recovery and improvement in earnings.

What measures are you planning for the semiconductor and magnetic 

disk businesses where you anticipate an earnings recovery?
Q

In the semiconductor business, IGBT*1 modules will achieve significant growth and 

become an earnings stream. There are few competitors in this field at present and Fuji 

Electric Group is in a strong competitive position. We will cement our position in this field 

by improving our energy-saving features and applications for social infrastructure as well as stepping 

up overseas production capabilities, in a bid to achieve further sales and profit growth. For our busi-

ness in IT applications for consumer electronics, such as ICs for plasma TVs that weakened in fiscal 

2007, our biggest challenge lies in determining where we should focus our efforts. We will initially 

concentrate on power supply ICs and particularly MOSFET*2 that comprise two types of power 

transistors. Rather than making substantial investments in enormous markets, our strategy is to find 

A
*1 Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT)

A semiconductor device capable of high-power, 

high-voltage switching.

*2  Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistor 

(MOSFET)

A semiconductor device capable of controlling 

voltage that is used in logic circuits that switch 

high voltages. 
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niche markets where we can achieve stable growth with our specialist technologies and products. 

With this strategy, we expect to grow the semiconductor business by at least 10%. 

The magnetic disk market tends to fluctuate dramatically, so profitability is highly dependent 

on operational factors. We completed the switch to PMR manufacturing facilities in fiscal 2007. We 

are now at the product specification verification and approval stage for all hard disk drive (HDD) 

manufacturers, after which we expect to use this production line at full capacity to drive sales and 

profits. We plan to engage even more actively in Research & Development on next-generation 

media, as technological expertise is a prerequisite for survival in this industry. We will monitor 

external trends carefully to make the right decisions, aiming to achieve a major earnings recovery 

in fiscal 2008.

Business domains Growth potential

Growth businesses

Core businesses

Businesses under 

incubation

  Magnetic disks
  Semiconductors

 Growth drivers Drives 
  Automation

  Industrial plant engineering
  Electric power systems
  ED&C components
  Vending machines
  Cold-chain equipment

  Solar cells
  Currency handling systems
  Fuel cells 
  Organic EL

Commercialization
studies

What is the objective of merging the Control & Drive Systems business 

of the ED&C·Drive Systems Group into the Energy & Electric Systems 

Group to form stronger Drives, and Automation businesses?

Q

To date, Fuji Electric Systems Co., Ltd. has focused on solutions and services, while 

Fuji Electric FA Components and Systems Co., Ltd. has focused on components 

(hardware-only sales). One of the main reasons behind the merger decision is that we 

were no longer able to compete in the hardware-only business model. The customers of today 

demand total solutions. We decided that we would have an extensive line-up of products if we 

combined the resources of both these companies. 

The Drives, business will be better equipped to provide solutions after we have consolidated the 

Group’s power electronics technology resources into one organization. We will also expand its over-

seas business by building manufacturing, sales, and after-sales support networks in Japan, China, 

Europe, and the United States. The Automation business will develop solutions that combine IT, 

A
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control components, and sensors under the concept of safety. This will contribute to the development of 

safer industries and environmentally friendly societies.

The Fuji Electric Group has solid business platforms in both the Drives, and Automation busi-

nesses and we are confident that we will not fall behind leading competitors. We have already 

received positive customer feedback and so we expect this merger to generate results relatively 

quickly. We have great expectations that we will develop entirely new capabilities by rebuilding the 

disparate strengths of both companies, previously focused on separate applications, into a single 

consistent business.

What measures are you planning for the vending machine business 

and for alliances in the water environment and components 

businesses, in terms of rebuilding core business profitability?

Q

In the water environment business, we established METAWATER Co., Ltd. in April 2008 

as a joint venture with NGK Insulators, Ltd. We think our overseas strategy will be a criti-

cal factor in the success of METAWATER. Rather than simply forming another alliance 

to sell products, we decided to transform our business to cover everything from the construction of 

water environmental systems to their operation and maintenance. 

In the components business, we have entered a new phase with the formation of a joint venture 

with Schneider Electric Industries SAS. The Fuji Electric Group’s Japanese sales network is of great 

appeal to Schneider Electric, while the addition of Schneider Electric’s high-end electric distribution 

and control products will greatly enhance Fuji Electric Group’s ability to compete. Having a portfolio of 

products from both companies will increase the product line-up in a single stroke and allow further 

rationalization at the manufacturing stage. Moreover, if the development capabilities of both firms are 

utilized to their full, it should be easier to adapt to new safety equipment. 

The vending machine business has managed to capture a 50% share of the Japanese market 

but has been unable to generate sufficient profits. We have therefore stepped up structural 

reforms for this business over the past 2 years. We are confident that these measures will allow 

us to leverage our high-level development capabilities to produce unrivalled, environmen-

tally responsive machines.

A
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What are your plans for solar cells and other businesses under 

incubation?
Q

For solar cells, we plan to increase our manufacturing capacity during fiscal 2008, 

from 12 MW to 40 MW per annum, and are targeting sales of around ¥10,000 million 

in fiscal 2009.

For currency handling systems, we expect substantial expansion in the market for currency 

related equipment, particularly for electronic money terminals, and are investing in development. 

We anticipate good growth potential in the future for highly promising technologies, such as elec-

tronic money terminals and automatic change dispensers. Areas that look promising for com-

mercialization include solid polymer fuel cells for consumer use and organic electroluminescence 

(EL). Both these projects are still at the research stages, but we want to establish working 

groups to consider rapid commercialization.

It takes a long time to move new business ideas from the product development stage through 

to market launch, so we are actively engaged in research in order to generate new ideas with the 

potential to form new businesses in the future.

The Fuji Electric Group is a technology-driven venture capable of generating new tech-

nologies and new businesses. To better communicate this corporate image, we will dissemi-

nate a specific incubation image divided into three phases: the present, the near future, and the 

long-term future.

A

What are your strategies for overseas business expansion and 

regional development?
Q

When expanding any type of business overseas, companies must overcome such 

issues as foreign exchange risk or materials procurement difficulties and must consider 

once again the balance of sites in Japan and abroad, including manufacturing.

We are particularly focused on strengthening our operations in China. We have already 

established and are operating 34 companies in China, each of which has its own development, 

manufacturing, sales, and after-sales service bases. However, in order to achieve further expan-

sion of our business in China, we needed to develop a China business strategy suited to the 

entire Group. We therefore set up Fuji Electric Holdings (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. as a wholly owned 

subsidiary of Fuji Electric Holdings Co., Ltd., with the objective of managing Chinese business 

governance. This local management company will initially establish a training center and an 

R&D center. We see the need to quickly make manufacturing and sales operations more locally 

based if we are to expand our business, and this will require us to set up training and develop-

ment structures first. 

We want to apply this strategy elsewhere, including the United States and Europe. We will 

expand our sales bases, possibly through M&A activities, and establish new manufacturing sites.

We are growing our business in inverters and other power electronics products as part of 

our overseas strategy for energy-saving and environmentally friendly products. For example, we 

want to use inverters to help make mass transport methods such as trains and boats more 

energy efficient. We currently provide the main inverter equipment for the Japan Railways 

Group’s N700 series of Shinkansen bullet trains and look to leverage our strengths across the 

Fuji Electric Group in this area to develop this technology worldwide.

A
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You appear to be implementing the first major transformation in 

business structures since the transition to a pure holding company 

system. What corporate governance measures are you planning?

Q

When the Fuji Electric Group changed to a pure holding company system in 

 October 2003, we conducted a major handover of responsibility and authority to 

the various businesses so that they could become the foremost specialists in their 

respective industries. This move has generated significant results and the Group achieved 

sustained growth through fiscal 2006. However, personnel exchanges between Group compa-

nies tailed off and we found it more difficult to achieve business synergies. In other words, the 

transformation meant “centrifugal forces” outweighed “centripetal forces.” In order to address 

this, in June 2008 we made a major organizational change, appointing the Presidents of the 

core businesses as Board members of the holding company. The objective of the Presidents’ 

dual roles is to improve our operational oversight, speed up decision-making processes, and 

take greater responsibility in communicating with our stakeholders. In fiscal 2008, we will imple-

ment a strategic reallocation of Group staff. We want to transfer staff between businesses and 

reduce organizational barriers even slightly. These measures are aimed at improving Group 

synergies and increasing enterprise value across the entire Fuji Electric Group.

A

What activities are underway in support of corporate social 

responsibility?
Q

For compliance, we have defined a Charter of Corporate Behavior to guide our 

employees, in line with our corporate philosophy that describes the Fuji Electric 

Group as responsible corporate citizens in a global society. The first commitment 

in the Charter is to comply with laws, regulations, and social norms. We are implementing a 

compliance program to improve the development of in-company rules, monitoring, auditing, 

and training. We are also supporting our employees through the Business Ethics Helpline. 

In June 2008, the Japan Fair Trade Commission conducted an on-site inspection at one of our 

Group subsidiaries over a bid for electrical works at a water treatment plant made to a local govern-

ment authority in Hokkaido. The Fuji Electric Group will cooperate fully and honestly with the Fair Trade 

Commission enquiry. 

In terms of our environmental and social activities, we have been actively engaged in projects 

under the keyword “environment.” Moving forward, I want to add “working styles” and “welfare” as 

new keywords to drive a range of new programs on respect for diversity, and work and life balance. 

Amid declining birthrates and demographic aging, it is increasingly important for companies to recruit, 

retain, and develop talented employees. We have already introduced a retirement postponement 

A
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system and measures to support female employees in playing an active role. We will now focus on 

responding to social demand for more flexible or diverse “working styles” or different patterns of work-

ing hours for both full-time and part-time employees. As far as “welfare” is concerned, we are engaged 

in numerous Company projects, ranging from volunteer work in local communities to providing sup-

port for nursing care or childcare. 

For the “environment,” our core businesses develop environmentally friendly and energy-efficient 

products, such as vending machines that can make a significant contribution to reducing CO2 emis-

sions. We also look to engage in environmental conservation projects with participation by our 

employees and their families.

In July 2008, we established a Corporate Social Responsibility Department, and as part of 

our efforts to become responsible corporate citizens in a global society, we will also seek out 

advice from external experts. We aim to become a Company trusted by society with employees 

respected by society.

Please share your views on returning profits to shareholders.Q

Our basic strategy at the Fuji Electric Group is to use retained earnings to make 

stable and sustained dividend payments. In fiscal 2007, we paid ¥8 per share over 

the year and our principle is to manage the business such that dividend payments 

do not fall below this level. We want to strengthen our business platform further to generate the 

internal reserves for investment in the Research & Development and facilities necessary for 

future growth. Our management and shareholder return strategy across the entire Group is 

aimed at implementing a growth strategy to ensure stable dividends.

A

Approach to CSR

CSR measures Harmony with the environmentA dialog with our stakeholders

Provide safe and superior 
products and services

Respect for diversity

CS activities

Social contribution, 
community activities

Work-life balance CO2 cuts, zero emissions

Environmental activities

Social programs
Compliance

 (code of conduct as a company and corporate citizen)

Responsible corporate citizens in a global society

Environmentally friendly, 
energy-efficient products
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Finally, what is your view on the future Group image and do you 

have a message for investors as we approach the start of the new 

mid-term management plan in fiscal 2009?

Q

We are working to implement the current mid-term management plan under the 

concept of “grow and generate profits” but we have clearly been unable to achieve 

results in line with this plan. Looking ahead to the next mid-term management 

plan, the environment in which we operate is changing and we do not intend to set targets that 

simply focus on potential growth and earnings. Our goal is to take the next steps in our busi-

ness while being mindful of how the Fuji Electric Group can achieve sustained growth and 

support societies and the environment. 

One specific example of this is the application of our specialist power electronics technologies to 

build further “environmental” and “energy” businesses in response to growing demand for energy-

efficient and environmentally friendly products. We also want to create new core businesses from 

promising research projects, such as solar cells and fuel cells. We will support society through these 

businesses, develop our employees in Japan and overseas, create a corporate culture where every 

single employee is motivated to work and make the most of their individual talents, and actively help 

local communities.

Our goal is for the Fuji Electric Group to be evaluated by society, our customers, and various other 

stakeholders on the basis of these activities and to become a stronger organization that is capable of 

sustained growth.

It is our hope that shareholders and investors maintain their high expectations and support for the 

future of the Fuji Electric Group. 

A


